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A bit of history of differential
privacy: 16 years ago
• 2005 Workshop at Bertinoro, Italy
• Steve Fienberg and “his guys” (e.g., Abowd, Vilhuberm et al) vs
Cynthia Dwork and “her guys” (e.g., Smith, McSherry et al)
• Focal point of the fight: “Data utility” vs “Formal privacy”
“The workshop almost
broke down on the second
day. The cryptographers
thought the statisticians
were hopelessly ad hoc; the
statisticians thought the
cryptographers were
completely paranoid.”
-- Cynthia Dwork
(Pictures / account from Sesa Slavkovic’s 2013 article)

Fast forward to 2017 - 2018
• Creators of DP won Gödel Prize
• “Deep Learning with Differential Privacy” is about
to take off (50+ citations then but gaining
momentum)
• Census made a pledge to adopt DP for 2020 Census
• A closed-door meeting called “DP-Deployed” was
arranged in Harvard University.

Differential privacy is transforming
into a practical technology!
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Key challenges from the 2018
“DP-Deployed” Meeting…

The meeting calls for:
• DP algorithms that are not just “rate-optimal”, but also simple / practical.
• DP tools with exactly optimal privacy accounting that allows flexible design
of complex algorithms using basic building blocks.

“Constant matters in differential privacy!”
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Example: Differentially Private
Machine Learning

ed to eﬀectively keep track of the usual (✏, ) DP parameters acro
(Abadi et al., 2016).

Example: Deep Learning with
Differential Privacy and NoisySGD

the moments accountant technique is the NoisySGD algorithm (Song
rentially private learning, which iteratively executes:
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Given a sequence of DP-mechanisms, what is the privacy loss over composition?
el parameter
at tth step, ⌘t is the learning rate, fi is the loss funct
radient
operator,
I iscomposition:
an indexComposing
set of size
that
- Classical
(advanced)
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times,
youwe
get (uniformly
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tially completed
while Yu-Xiang
was
a scientist in Amazon
AI, Palo
Alto.
- Moments accountant:
Compose
“Subsampled-Gaussian”
mechanism
n times,
compute (ε, δ) in the end.
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The practical gains from moments
accountant are significant

(a) Subsampled Gaussian with σ = 5

(a) Subsampled Gaussian with σ = 0.5

The main driving force behind tighter
privacy accounting is the mechanismspecific analysis. RDP is not alone.
Renyi DP [Mironov, 2017]
Privacy profile [Balle and Wang, 2018]
f -DP[Dong et al., 2021]
PLD [Sommer et al., 2019, Koskela et al., 2020]

Functional view
D↵ (P kQ)  ✏(↵), 8↵ 1
Eq [( pq e✏ )+ ]  (e✏ ), 8✏ 0
Trade-oﬀ function f
Probability density of log(p/q)

Pros
Natural composition
Interpretable.
Interpretable, CLT
Natural composition via FFT

Cons
lossy conversion to (✏, )-DP.
messy composition.
messy composition.
Limited applicability.

Table 1: Modern functional views of DP guarantees and their pros and cons.

Each has
ownprofiles
strengths
in general (discussed in *Section
3).their
Privacy
and/flimitations.
-DP are unwieldy under composition; and
availability
the method of [Koskela *etLimited
al., 2020]
is limitedfor
to algorithmic
mechanisms components.
with univariate output where log(p/q)
admits a density; or those with discrete outputs. Usually, for a new mechanism, we would be lucky
to have any one of these functional descriptions. The need to derive these manually for each new
mechanism is clearly limiting the creativity of researchers and practitioners in DP.
In addition, there are some unresolved foundational issues related to the PLD formalism. As is
repeatedly articulated by the authors, the PLD formalism is defined for each pair of neighboring
datasets separately, thus, strictly speaking, does not imply DP unless we can certify that the pair of
neighboring datasets is the worst-case. This is challenging because such a pair of datasets might
not
10
exist and it is unclear how we can define a partial ordering of two privacy loss distributions.

What is new in this talk?
●

●

●

A unification of recent advances (RDP, privacy profile, f-DP
and the PLD formalism) via the characteristic function (𝜙function) of a certain Privacy loss RV.
𝜙-function allows natural adaptive composition like RDP
and the lossless conversion to (𝜀,𝛿)-DP.
Generalize the PLD approach, broader its applicability in
adaptive composition and subsample.

Various function descriptions and
their conversion rules
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Limitations of Renyi DP

The
conversion
from
RDP
to
Limitations of Renyi DP: the
approximate
DP
is
lossy.
conversion to (𝜀,𝛿)-DP is lossy
Manuscript under review by AISTATS 2022

(a) RDP of RR and GM

(b) f -DP of RR and GM

(c) (✏, )-DP of RR and GM

Figure 1: The figure illustrates the RDP and f -DP of a Gaussian mechanism with (normalized) = 1, and a
e
randomized response mechanism with p = 1+e
. Pane (a) shows the RDP function of RR and GM, clearly, RR also
satisfies the same RDP of the Gaussian mechanism for all ↵. Pane (b) in the middle compares the f -DP of the
two mechanisms, as well as the f -DP implied by the optimal conversion from RDP. Pane (c) shows the privacy
profile of the two mechanisms, together with Pane (a), it demonstrates that the optimal f -DP and (✏, )-DP of
GM cannot be achieved by a conversion from RDP.
and then find the exact optimal (✏, )-DP by converting
from RDP.
The answer is unfortunately “no”. The reasons are

Trouble with Worst-Cases in the PLD formal12
ism. Recent developments in the PLD formalism show
great promises in computing tight (✏, )-DP with stable numerical algorithms and provable error bounds

PLD formalism (Sommer et al.;
Koskela et al)

●
●
●

P=M(D), Q=M(D’)
No problem converting between PLD and (ε, δ)
Problem lies in taking supremum/worst-case over D
and D’

Example: Trouble with the PLD formalism
●

Trouble 1: The PLD formalism is defined for each pair of the
neighboring datasets.
○
○

●

How to find the worst-case datasets?
Do they even necessarily exist?

Trouble 2: Unclear what PLD to use when the mechanism of
interest is “amplified” or “composed”.
○

if we know the worst-case distribution for each mechanism, the
composition of the individual PLDs may not correspond to the worstcase PLD of the composed mechanism.
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Recall: Equivalent definitions of
DP via Hockey-Stick Divergences

There might not be a worst-case pair of datasets!
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Main results

In this section, we develop a comprehensive solution towards tighter and more flexible mechanismspecific privacy accounting for (✏, )-DP with a data-structure that allows natural composition.

Worst
case
datasets
Dominating
pairs
4.1 Dominating pair of distributions, composition and subsampling
dominating
pairs
We and
first patchtight
the PLD formalism
by generalizing the
idea of worst-case pair (which may not exist)
to a dominating pair of distributions and prove a number of useful properties.

Definition 7 (Dominating pair of distributions). We say that (P, Q) is a dominating pair of
distributions for M (under neighboring relation ') if for all ↵ 02
sup H↵ (M(D)kM(D0 ))  H↵ (P kQ).

D'D 0

(1)

Tight dominating pair if “=” for all 𝛼

When P, Q is chosen such that (1) takes “=” for all ↵, we say that (P, Q) is a tight dominating
●
pair of distributions or simply, tightly dominating. If in addition, there exists a neighboring (D̃, D̃0 )
such that (M(D̃), M(D̃0 )) is tightly dominating, and then we say (D̃, D̃0 ) is the worst-case pair of
datasets
for mechanismAM.
Proposition:
tight dominating pair exists for any mechanism.
Unless otherwise specified, all subsequent results we present hold for any definitions of neighbors
(including
asymmetricHow
ones such
as add-only
and remove-only,
will be do
useful
later).
Questions:
do we
find them
for each which
M? How
they
work
1

under composition / amplification?

This is an issue we will address later, which shows that it is OK even if it does not.
Note that ↵ 1 corresponds to the typical range of (✏, )-DP, but the region for ↵ < 1 is important for composition
and lossless conversions to other representations.
2
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A dominating pair of distributions always exists: one can trivially take P and Q that have disjoi

s supports.
exists: one
can trivially take P and Q that have disjoint
What is somewhat surprising is the following
s the following A dominating pair of distributions always exists: one can trivially take P
Proposition 8. Any
mechanism
a tightly dominating
of distributions.
supports.
Whathas
is somewhat
surprisingpair
is the
following
ightly dominating pair of distributions.
On the other hand,
worst-case pair
datasets
do not always
as is
shown by Example
16.
Proposition
8.ofAny
mechanism
has a exist,
tightly
dominating
pair of distrib
asets
do not always exist, as is shown by Example 16.
Proposition 8 is the direct consequence of the following result which fully characterizes wh
On the other hand, worst-case pair of datasets do not always exist, as is sh
hockey-stick
divergences
andwhich
privacyfully
profiles
look like.
e of the following result
characterizes
what
8!
is R,
thethere
direct
consequence
of H(↵)
the following
result
which
Lemma
9. For aProposition
given H : R>0
exists
P, Q such that
= H↵ (P kQ)
if and
only
files
look like.
hockey-stick
divergences
andspace
privacy of
profiles
look like.
H 2 1.
H where
Project
H
to
the
feasible
privacy
profiles
here exists P, Q such that H(↵)
= H↵ (P kQ) if and only if
(
)
Lemma 9. For a given H
H is: R
R, there exists P, Q such that H(↵) =
convex,
>0 ! decreasing,
:= H : R>0 ! R
.
H 2 HH where
H(0) = 1 and H(x) > (1 x)+
)

Constructing a Dominating Pair from a
Privacy Profile upper bound

(
)
H is convex, decreasing,
R Moreover, one can explicitly construct
.
⇤ (x
H
is convex,
decreasing,
such
P
and
Q:
P
has
CDF
1
+
H
1) in [0, 1) an
2. = Take
the>Fenchel
of
H
H(0)
1 and H(x)
(1 x)+ conjugate
H := H : R>0 ! R
H(0) = 1 and H(x) > (1 x)+
Q = Uniform([0, 1]).

⇤ (x
such
P andpresented
Q: P has
CDF 1 +C,Hmakes
1) of
in the
[0, 1)
and duality of the privacy profile wi
The proof,
in
Appendix
use
Fenchel
Moreover, one can explicitly
construct
such P and Q: P has CDF 1 +
respect to a tradeoﬀ function and a characterization of the tradeoﬀ function due to Dong et al. [202
Q = Uniform([0, 1]).
Proposition 2.2].
akes use of the Fenchel duality of the privacy profile with
proof,
presented inLemma
Appendix
C, makes
use of 8)
the
Fenchel isduality
What makes
the The
specific
construction
Proposition
appealing
that evo
cterization
of the
tradeoﬀ
function dueinto
Dong 9et(hence
al. [2021,
respect
to a tradeoﬀ
functiondominating
and a characterization
of the tradeoﬀ
functio
if the output space
is complex,
the resulting
pair of distributions
are of univaria
Proposition
- The projection
the upper
boundofactually!
random variables
defined on may
[0,2.2].
1].improve
This resolves
a limitation
Koskela et al. [2020] that requir
mechanism
have
either
univariate
or of
discrete
n the
Lemma
9- (hence
Proposition
appealing
is outputs.
that
even
No to
matter
the
output
M, P,Q
are univariate
on9[0,1].
What
makes
the8)space
specific
construction
in Lemma
(hence Proposition
ulting
pair
of
distributions
aredominating
of univariate
So far,dominating
we have shown
theoutput
existence
of a is
tightly
pairs for all
mechanismspair
(Proposition
if the
space
complex,
the resulting
dominating
of distri
resolves
a limitation
of
al.such
[2020]
that
and provided
a recipe
forKoskela
constructing
aondominating
pair
for anya valid
upper of
bounds
of t
random
variablesetdefined
[0, 1].requires
This
resolves
limitation
Koskela

valid upper bounds of the privacy profile (Lemma 9 and
Corollary 26 in Appendix C). Next we will provide two
)
general primitives
on how
to constructadaptively
dominating pairs
Dominating
pairs
compose
for more complex mechanisms created by composition
,
and privacy amplification by sampling.
- Theorem (Adaptive Composition):
Theorem 10 (Adaptive composition of dominating pairs).
e
If (P, Q) dominates M and (P 0 , Q0 ) dominates M03 ,
)
then (P ⇥ P 0 , Q ⇥ Q0 ) dominates the composed mechae
nism (M, M0 ).

e
,

n

(*Mthis
can depend
on the output
of M.)that if we construct
By induction,
theorem
implies
the PLD using a dominating pair of distributions for each
individual mechanism, then the composed PLD can be
used to obtain a valid worst-case DP of the composed
mechanism.

Next we present how we can construct a dominating

Amplification by Sampling
Output

Algorithm M

M
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Sample : Data ! Output

A sensible conjecture:
(P,Q)-dominates M =>

((1
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)Q + P, Q) dominates

M

Sample
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Many published results / empirical work using PLD are implicitly relying on this conjecture.

Amplification by Sampling
A sensible conjecture:
(P,Q)-dominates M =>

((1
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False
)Q + P, Q) dominates
(a) HS divergence

M

Sample
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Figure 4: We consider Poisson subsample Gaussian mechanism with = 1.0 and = 0.5. The red
line denotes the pointwise maximum over two HS curves. Figure shows that H↵ ((1
)Q + P, Q)
dominates the region ↵ 1 and H↵ (P, (1
)P + Q) dominates the region ↵ < 1.
It turns out that while we can construct these dominating pairs of M Sample explicitly based on
the dominating pair (P, Q) of M, but the expression is not simple. We present these results in this
section.

False not just for Gaussian, but for any other
mechanisms too, under
To avoid any confusion, for all practical purposes, the result in Theorem 11 suﬃces because we can
- Poisson-sampling + Add/Remove
always compose “Add” or “Remove” separately and only take the pointwise maximum in the end,
while only incurring -twice
as much computation,
but the results
in this sectionOne
are interesting from
Random
subset sampling
+ Replace
a purely scientific perspective and they are included for the completeness in our understanding of
the problem.
Proposition 30. If (P, Q) is a dominating pair of M under “Add/remove” Relation, then
(
H↵ ((1
)Q + P, Q) for ↵ 1;
M SPoisson (↵) 
H↵ (P, (1
)P + Q) for 0 < ↵ < 1.

(a) HS divergence

under the “Add/Remove” relation. Similarly, if (P, Q) is a dominating pair of M under “Replace”
relation for dataset of size n, then
(

dominates for add neighbors iﬀ (Q, P ) dominates for removal n
MOur
be a solution:
randomized algorithm.
Handling

Add-Neighbor
andM
Remove-Neighbor
minates
for add neighbors then Separately!
(P, (1
)P + Q) domina
Somewhat unconventionally, the following theorem not only considers add/remove neighboring
relation but also treat them separately, which turns out to be crucial in retaining a tight dominating
pair with a closed-form expression5 . Our choice of choosing ↵ 0 in Definition 7 ensures that for any
mechanism (P, Q) dominates for add neighbors iﬀ (Q, P ) dominates for removal neighbors.

hbors and ((1

)Q + P, Q) dominates M SPoisson for remo

Theorem 11. Let M be a randomized algorithm.

If (P,
Q) dominates
M for add
neighbors then then
(P, (1 (P,
)P + (1
Q) dominates
M SQ) domin
minates(1)M
for
replacing
neighbors,
)P +
for add neighbors and ((1
)Q + P, Q) dominates M S
for removal neighbors.
hbors and
((1
)P + Q, P ) dominates )PM
SSubset
for remo
(2) If (P, Q) dominates M for replacing neighbors, then (P, (1
+ Q) dominates
M S
Poisson

Poisson

for add neighbors and ((1

Subset

)P + Q, P ) dominates M SSubset for removal neighbors.

results
for
the
standard
"add/remove"
forcomposition
a k-fold
compositio
We can
obtain
the results
for the standard
"add/remove" for a k-fold
of subsampled
mechanism by a pointwise maximum of the two:
ointwise
maximum
of the two:of the sampled algorithm, just
● For
k-fold composition
max{H (P ||Q ), H (P ||Q ))}
do
where (P , Q ) is the “remove only” version
pair and
k of dominating
k
k (P , Qk) is the “add only” version
✏
✏
max{H
(P
||Q
),
H
(P
e
of dominating pair. Existing literature
mechanisms while taking
1that uses1 PLD fore Poisson-sampled
2 ||Q2 ))}
e✏

1

1

k
1

k
1

e✏

k
2

k
2

2

2

( P + (1
)Q, Q) as an input are essentially providing privacy guarantees only for the “remove
only” neighboring relationship. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a dominating
pair of distributions under privacy-amplification by sampling is proven generically with
2 an arbitrary
2
base-mechanism M under the privacy-profile. The result, together with Theorem 10, allows PLD
formalism to be applied to a broader family of mechanisms as well as their subsampled versions
under adaptive composition.

he “remove only” version of dominating pair and (P , Q ) is the “
. Existing literature that uses PLD for Poisson-sampled mechan
) as an input are essentially providing privacy guarantees only

Checkpoint: Broader applicability of PLD
●

Which pair of distributions to use for PLD to obtain
valid DP bounds?
○

●

How to find dominating pairs?
○

●

Our answers: Dominating pairs!

Case by case. But one can convert from existing analysis

Composition and Subsampling
○

Useful for
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Existing numerical algorithms for
PLD --- Fourier Accountant
1. Truncate and discretize the density of PLRV
2. FFT to convert it to a Fourier domain
representation
3. Compose in the Fourier domain. (Pointwise
multiplication)
4. Inverse FFT back to the original space after
composition
(Sommer et al. 2019; Koskela et al, 2020; 2021; Gopi et al, 2020)

2021].
)(o)
we have LQ,P := log M(D
where o ⇠ M(D0 ).
M(D)(o)
Table 2: functions and dominating pairs for basic mechanisms.
These quantities
can befollowing
used to equivalently
define diﬀerential
[Wasserman
and Zhou, 2M
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5. The
statements
about a privacy
randomized
algorithm
and
Olmedo,
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and output
Wang, 2018,
Balle et
al., 2018, Dong
e
al., Barthe
2021]
orfunctions
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of
the
space
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et
al
Trade-oﬀ
are T [P,discretization
Q] and T [Q, P ], which
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type
I
error
to
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corresponding
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0
2021].
✏ (M(D)kM(D ))  .
1.
sup
H
0
e
D'D
type II error
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Lemma 5. The following statements about a randomized algorithm M are
equivalent
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✏
✏
From
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see
that
all
five
functional
representations
actually
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2.
sup
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1
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↵,
e
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0 TM(D),M(D 0 ) (↵)
D'D
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0

Characteristic function representation
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pair0 H
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1. each
supD'D
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nction always exists on the whole real line, while the domain of MGF can b

Examples of φ-function for
common mechanisms
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Randomized Response
Laplace Mechanism
Gaussian Mechanism
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Table 2: functions and dominating pairs for basic mechanisms.
• Others that
we know:

[Dong et• al.,
2021] or
an apriori discretization
of theby
output
space [Koskela
et al., 2021]. This
PureDP
mechanisms
are dominated
randomized
response
prompts •usApproxDP
to ask:
mechanisms are dominated by leaky randomized
“Can response.
we compose mechanisms (with known dominating pairs) naturally just like in RDP? ”

• Exponential mechanism is dominated by two logistic distributions.
• and so on …

To achieve this goal, we propose using the characteristic function of the privacy loss RV.

Definition 15 (characteristic function of the privacy loss RV). Let (P, Q) be a dominating pair of
M, and p, q be the probability density (or mass) function of P, Q. The two characteristic functions
that• describes
the PLD
are
Research:
expanding
the list
M (↵)

: = EP [ei↵ log(p/q) ],

where i denotes the imaginary unit satisfying i2 =

0
M (↵)

:= EQ [ei↵ log(q/p) ],

1 and ↵ 2 R.
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Connection between φ-function
and other representations
Legend
Moments
generating function
(Renyi Divergence)

Density of privacy
loss RV (PLD)
Two-sided Laplace transform
Take
real input

Fourier
transform

Take
complex input

Lossy
conversion

One-sided
Laplace
transform

inversion
formula

formula

“Characteristic
function”

Inverse Fourier
transform
Integral +
Fourier
Levy+Fourier
inverse
inverse

Computable
Fenchel +
derivative

Fourier
integral

Fourier
transform

HS-Divergence
(Privacy-profile /
CDF of PLD)

Representation
ft. RDP-like
“Natural Composition”

Fenchel duality

No numerical
tools available

“Trade-off function”
(f-DP)

When a dominating pair (P, Q) is available.

Figure 2: Summary of the various functional descriptions and their conversion rules.
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the privacy loss random variables LP,Q and L32Q,P . In
Appendix B, we establish that these CDFs can be evaluated through an integration of -functions

Analytical Fourier accountant
φ-function of GM
φ-function of Laplace Mech.
…

…
φ-function of Rand. Resp.

Analytical
Fourier
Accountant

Ɛ = ?, δ = 1e-8
Type I error = 0.05,
Type II error =?

• Composition: simply add up the (complex) log of
φ-functions
• Conversion to approx. DP via Levy’s formula
• Conversion to tradeoff function via duality.
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Advantages of Analytical Fourier
Accountant
• Decoupling representation and computation
• No need to specify discretization ahead of time.

• Reduction to numerical integral calls
•
•
•
•

Decades of research in numerical analysis.
Off-the-shelf tools, e.g., quadrature methods.
Gaussian quadrature / other adaptive quadrature
They come with error bounds!

Why are quadrature methods great
Rectangle rule

Trapezoidal rule

Adaptive / recursive knot selection
Simpson’s rule

(Illustration from Wikipedia)

Outline
• A brief history and modern privacy accounting
• Motivation:
• Limitations of the Renyi DP
• Challenges in PLD formalism

• Main results
• Dominating pairs
• Composition and amplification by sampling
• Characteristic function representation

• Experiments

It improves RDP on the basic
composition of building blocks.

(a) Exp1 Gaussian mechanism

(b) Exp2 heterogeneous mechanisms

(c

Figure 3: Pane 3(a) compares privacy cost over compositions in Ex
heterogeneous composition in Exp 2. Pane 3(c) is for Poisson subsamp
Exp 3.
Observation: In Figure 3(a), our

function-based AFA exactly m

For sampled Gaussian, AFA (with
quadrature methods) works like a charm.

chanisms

(c) Exp3 Poisson Subsample

Our approach: error < 1e-14 with just 700 uneven spaced samples.
ositions
1. spaced
Pane
3(b)
isvisually
for indistinguishable
the
Koskela etin
al.: Exp
N = 1e5 evenly
points
to obtain
error.

autodp: a flexible and easy-to-use
package for differential privacy
Mechanism is the base class that describes a
randomized algorithm and its privacy loss.

Transformers manipulate functions (e.g., RDP) to create new Mechanisms.

Mechanism
Calibrator

RDP, f-DP, 𝜖, 𝛿 -DP,
φ-functions
All represented
symbolically.

Transformer
Compose
Amplification
by sampling
Amplification
by Shuffling

Parallelcomposition
Groupcomposition
Argmax
Selection

Calibrator calibrates noise to privacy
budget for an arbitrary ‘mechanism’

1. You bring your mechanism.
2. Describe it in autodp as an Mechanism.
Then autodp takes care of
- Numerical computation of the privacy loss.
- Calibrating noise to privacy requirements.

Open source project:

https://github.com/yuxiangw/autodp

pip install autodp
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Take-home messages
• Compose mechanisms, not their privacy guarantee
• Dominating pairs fixes PLD formalism. If you want
approx-DP in the end, you can retire RDP.
• Analytical φ-functions fix numerical computation!
• Write your next DP paper with autodp!

Thank you for your attention!
Yuqing Zhu, Jinshuo Dong and W. (2021) “Optimal Accounting
of Differential Privacy via Characteristic Function”. On arXiv:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.08567
autodp: a flexible and easy-to-use package for differential
privacy https://github.com/yuxiangw/autodp

Supplementary slides

Examples where RDP fails
We give two concrete examples below.
Example 14 (Distance-to-Instability). The stability-based argument of query release first add noise
to a special integer-valued function distq (D) which measures the number of data points to add /
remove before the local sensitivity of query q(D) becomes non-zero. No matter that q is, distq
always has a global sensitivity of at most 1. The stability-based query release outputs ? (nothing)
if distq (D) + Lap(1/✏)  log(1/ )/✏ otherwise outputs the answer q(D) without adding noise. This
algorithm is satisfies (✏, )-DP [Thakurta and Smith, 2013], but since there is a probability mass at
the +1 for the case when q(D) 6= q(D0 ), RDP is +1 for all ↵.

Example 15 (Gaussian-noise adding with data-dependent variance). In smooth sensitivity-based
query release [Nissim et al., 2007], one perturbs the output with a noise with a data-dependent variance.
Consider, for example, P = N (0, 12 ), Q = N (0, 22 ), then the Renyi-divergence D↵ (P kQ) is undefined
for all ↵ such that ↵ 22 + (1 ↵) 12 < 0. Specifically, if 12 = 2, 22 = 1, then D↵ (P kQ) = +1 for all
↵ 2.
These examples demonstrate the deficiency of RDP in analyzing flexible algorithm design tools
such as the proposed-test-release [Dwork and Lei, 2009]), which typically introduces a heavier-tailed
privacy-loss distributions for which the moment generating function is not defined.
On the contrary, the privacy-profile is well-defined in both examples and imply nontrivial (✏, )-DP.
The characteristic function exists no matter how heavy-tailed the distribution of the privacy loss
random variable is so it naturally handles the second example. In Section D.2, we describe how we
can handle a probability mass at + inf in our approach.

Detailed comparisons between
AFA and FA
[2021] and Gopi et al. [2021] denote the runtime for discretization and convolution via FFT for
a homogeneous composition of a mechanism for k rounds. We use n to denote the size of grid
discretization in FFT approximation.
Privacy accountant
Our AFA
Koskela and Honkela [2021]
Gopi et al. [2021]

Composition runtime
O(1)
O(n log n)
O(n log n)

(✏) conversion runtime
O(1/( err )↵ )
O(n log n)
O(n log n)

Memory
O(1)
O(n)
O(n)

Choice of n
Not applicable
n = O(k/
p err )
n = O( k log(1/

err )/✏err )

Table 4: The runtime/space complexity comparisons of diﬀerent algoirthms
Of course, this is by no means a fair discussion because the FFT approach computes the entire
(discretized) PLD of the composed mechanisms together while AFA computes just one point. In
terms of the approximation error, our method is the only approach that adapts to the structures of
the functions being integrated and achieves a faster convergence rate.
For the cases when the analytical expressions of -functions do not exist, we need to approximate
the function too, thus one single evaluation calls require O(n), and our method is slower than
Koskela and Honkela [2021], Gopi et al. [2021], because we do not use FFT. The space and time
complexity of the adaptive discretizati approach via double via double quadrature is unclear, though

Example autodp code
from autodp.mechanism_zoo import ExactGaussianMechanism, PureDP_Mechanism
from autodp.transformer_zoo import Composition
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
sigma1 = 5.0
sigma2 = 8.0
gm1 = ExactGaussianMechanism(sigma1,name='GM1')
gm2 = ExactGaussianMechanism(sigma2,name='GM2')
SVT = PureDP_Mechanism(eps=0.1,name='SVT')
# run gm1 for 3 rounds
# run gm2 for 5 times
# run SVT for once
# compose them with the transformation: compose.
compose = Composition()
composed_mech = compose([gm1, gm2, SVT], [3, 5, 1])
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# Query for eps given delta
delta1 = 1e-6
eps1 = composed_mech.get_approxDP(delta1)
delta2 = 1e-4
eps2 = composed_mech.get_approxDP(delta2)
# Get name of the composed object, a structured description
of the mechanism generated automatically
print('Mechanism name is \"', composed_mech.name,'\"')
print('Parameters are: ',composed_mech.params)
print('epsilon(delta) = ', eps1, ', at delta = ', delta1)
print('epsilon(delta) = ', eps2, ', at delta = ', delta2)

stdout:
Mechanism name is " Compose:{GM1: 3, GM2: 5, SVT: 1} "
Parameters are: {'GM1:sigma': 5.0, 'GM2:sigma': 8.0, 'SVT:eps':
0.1}
epsilon(delta) = 2.18001192542518 , at delta = 1e-06
epsilon(delta) = 1.689983703842748 , at delta = 0.0001

# Get hypothesis testing interpretation so we can directly plot
it
fpr_list, fnr_list = composed_mech.plot_fDP()
plt.figure(figsize = (6,6))
plt.plot(fpr_list,fnr_list)
plt.xlabel('Type I error')
plt.ylabel('Type II error')
plt.show()
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